Listen!

Speak!

Repeat!

Sanako Pronounce Live is the latest in on-line pronunciation practice and assessment
for children of all ages. Simple to use for both teachers and students, Pronounce Live
uses the latest text-to speech and voice recognition technology to improve language
pronunciation ability

Copy and paste text from any source, text or internet and the advanced software will
speak it out loud in any one of 26 authentic voices, also providing results and ability by
both colour coding and accuracy meter for instant feedback.
Use in class or set up remote on line classes
26 authentic languages available using text to speech technology
Variable playback speed of audio for advanced users

Select either audio or text first in flipped mode
Colour codes highlight pronunciation errors
Download results as a PDF to your computer
Voice recognition technology analyses pronunciation accuracy
Accuracy meter provides instant feedback for the user
Optional Pronounce Classroom Manager available
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Making Pronunciation Competitive and Fun for the Students at;
Chipping Campden School Academy
The latest Pronounce Live system from Sanako is a piece of software which can be used
to help students practise and improve their pronunciation in Modern Foreign Language
lessons. The software gives students a very good idea of how foreign words and
sentences should be pronounced, by playing them an audio clip of whatever text they
have entered, then giving them a rating in the form of a percentage on their own
pronunciation when they say the sentence aloud into a headset.

Listen, Speak, Repeat!

This creates a really engaging and fun atmosphere for students who, we find, begin to
compete not only against each other but also themselves, in an effort to achieve the
highest score possible. The beauty of this is that not only does it inspire students to
rinse and repeat certain paragraphs or sentences, thereby helping to commit them to
memory, but also gives them a good idea of how their pronunciation stacks up, and
highlights the most obvious errors in their pronunciation. They can, with an account,
save their results which can be viewed by the teacher via the teacher account.
Students can use this software for any given piece of work which they have saved on
the computer, and teachers can even make group tasks which will be shared by all
students attached to the group account (a very simple process!)
Overall Pronounce Live is a programme which is wonderfully thorough in its
simplicity, engages students and is easy for teachers to set up and use.
Daphne Wateridge, Head of Modern Foreign Languages,
Chipping Campden School Academy
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